INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

• (Fig.i) To open case, hold the watch flat in the palm of the hand and press the button in the centre of the crown. The lid will then pop open.
• This button should also be pressed when closing the case to save wear on the catch.

Please note: Pocket watch lids do not open beyond 85° due to the design of the discreet hinge mechanism. If the lid is forced open beyond 85° it will damage the watch and invalidate its warranty.

TIME SETTING

• (Fig.ii) To adjust the time, pull the crown wheel gently out until it clicks once.
• Rotate until the correct time shows. Push the crown wheel in to restart the watch.

Please note: Mechanical pocket watches should be wound every 36 hours, but care should be taken not to overwind.

RELIABILITY, REFINEMENT & STYLE

• The Dalvey Half Hunter Skeletal Pocket Watch incorporates a quality shock resistant, 36 hour mechanical movement, with a separate second hand.

• The intricacy of the mechanical movement of this watch is visible through both the window on the half hunter fob case and the exposed section of the meticulously finished face.

• The spring loaded lid protects the watch face and pops open at the press of a button.

• All pocket watches are supplied with a quality pocket watch chain.

• As with all Dalvey products, the pocket watches come with a Dalvey guarantee.